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“The future is already here, it’s just unevenly distributed”



www.thefutureshow.tv  
www.techvshuman.com 



Assume less, discover more



How do people, companies and organizations change? Pain and love



The future of technology and humanity: please ignore Hollywood!

Ex Machina via Youtube



So…let’s take a look at what is pretty  
certain to happen by 2025: the ’Hard Futures’
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We’re at the pivot point, at this very moment
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We’re at the pivot point, at this very moment
Humanity will change more in the next 20 

years than in the previous 300 years



“How does a man go broke? Gradually then suddenly” (Hemingway)

Crucial point of 
foresight!



Mobile everything  
Very big, fast, real data 
The Networked Society 
 and Interdependence 
Machine ‘Intelligence’





Connectivity is about to become like oxygen









Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

In agriculture, combinatorial and 
exponential outcomes are certain 



But beware of reductionism



Exponential and combinatorial: reality trumps science-fiction



We are entering an era where ‘impossible’ increasingly becomes ‘doable’
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We are entering an era where ‘impossible’ increasingly becomes ‘doable’





(IA) Intelligent assistance / augmentation will be everywhere, in the near future



Intelligent Assistance / Augmentation / Amplification (IA)





Image via Peter Diamandis
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“Automation is a tool for abundance”



Will the IoT, big data and analytics, bio-engineering, robotics, 3D 
printing etc result in food abundance, as well?



http://www.tasteofsustainability.com/tag/food-supply/





The changing logic of work and retirement
Today Tomorrow (our kids!)



Some wicked problems are nearing solutions



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Stats via Peter Diamandis



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

“Gradually then suddenly”…  
ending our reliance on fossil fuels?

Stats via Peter Diamandis



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

We are heading towards the total digital transformation of agriculture and food





The key topic for the next 10 years (and beyond)



Smart everything, everywhere, everyone: +- ?

video



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Everything becomes connected, intelligent, observed 
efficient, optimized…* 



Robotic cars, ships, planes, pets…friends…?
Robot and Frank Movie via Youtube



2025: dramatically increased virtual and augmented reality integration

Microsoft Hololens via Youtube
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Big Data and Predictive Analytics =  Business ‘Super Intelligence’





90% 10%



The role of 
technology in 

our lives



Humanity and technology are intertwining:  
some confusion is certain



“Human Longevity, Inc (HLI): Today there are six to seven trillion dollars a 
year spent on healthcare, half of which goes to people over the age of 65. In 

addition, people over the age of 65 hold something on the order of $60 
trillion in wealth. And the question is what would people pay for an extra 10, 

20, 30, 40 years of healthy life. It’s a huge opportunity” 
Our Exciting, Weird, and Scary Future: Q&A With Peter Diamandis 

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2476315,00.asp

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2476315,00.asp


Source: Frank Diana TCS and McKinsey

Huge impact and ‘OppChalls’ for AG and Financial Services 





Everything that can be automated, will be (not if but when)

video



What will remain ‘human-only’?





Everything that cannot be automated will explode in value



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

… and not just technology

Technology
Business Models

Humanity



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Reminder: the purpose of business is human happiness





Humarithms Algorithms





Human qualities, skills, traits and capabilities will become even more critical



http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/538401/who-will-own-the-robots/

We can ‘ride on-top’ of technology (rather then be crushed by it)



Size ☯ Speed 
Power ☯ Purpose 

Strength ☯ Resilience 
Algorithm ☯ Humarithm 

Information ☯ Imagination 
Competition ☯ Collaboration



Hyper-collaboration not hyper-competition





‘Sustainable’ will become the new ‘Profitable’



Leaps in science often destroy outdated assumptions



It is not just about efficiency and cost…



…and technology should never trump humanity



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Velocity 
Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration 

Agility *

Flip the VUCA!



Lateral thinking: arenas not industries! *Rita McGrath

Example: tesla



Technology
Algorithms

Software

Cloud

SoLoMo

Screens

‘Humarithms’ Trust

Embodiment
Serendipity

Relationships

Emotions
Mystery

Anonymity

Awareness
AI / IA

Smart Ag

Big Data



http://mollymcleod.com/wallpapers/

‘Being in the moment’ is essential 



Thanks very much for listening ! 
Now, let’s talk.


